
Many years ago (well at least fifteen) shortly after I had gotten back into birding after a teenage
and early twenties hiatus of “cool”, I had an interesting encounter with a rare bird - a female
Citrine wagtail to be precise.
I had spent the day wandering around Cley seeing very little, and was walking the coastal path
eastwards. By late afternoon I decided that I’d spent enough time on foot, and I was ready to
head home, and made my way to the coasthopper bus stop in Kelling, which would allow me to
check out the pool between Muckleborough hill and Kelling hard.
It was mid-May and there was surprisingly little water left for the time of year, extinguishing any
chance of waders. Other than a few Mallard and a Moorhen there was a single bird out on the
mud, crouching almost lifeless with just its upperparts and head showing. It was clearly a
wagtail, but the grey mantle and bright white wing bars didn’t look correct for flava - it surely had
to be a Citrine? It didn’t seem to be going anywhere, so I took a couple of images with my
mobile phone (a whopping 5mp camera at the time!) and waited to see if any other birders
would appear.
After about 20 minutes of sitting perfectly still, the bird began calling (I didn’t recognise the call
at the time), then promptly opened its wings, gained height to about 200m and bounded off
westwards.
I had the photo, but no-one else had seen the bird, and for some reason the local committee
didn’t seem to bother with records I sent in, probably due to being something of an unknown
entity (some things never change!), and some slightly ambitious sightings (2cy female Grey
headed wagtail anyone?) so I had little hope of the record being accepted, and when the annual
report came around, I couldn’t even see the submission.
Ho-hum, that was the last time I bothered reporting birds in Norfolk.

Above: Female Citrine wagtail, Kelling C. 2011(?). I did say it was a rubbish photo.



Fast forward to August 2022, and after working out in west Wales for a few days, I decided to
break up my journey home with a pit-stop at Goldcliff lagoons, principally due to the combination
of the first significant rain in months and because Spotted crake’s were popping up in every bit
of Phragmites with even a drop of water or muddy fringe.
The main lagoon was devoid of water, so I concentrated my efforts on the remaining water
bodies visible from the Snipe and Marsh screens. I spent a while watching a smart juvenile Little
Stint from the Snipe screen, and became aware of several wagtails calling overhead, with a
couple of Yellow and Pied wagtails dropping onto the mud in front of me.
Whilst I was panning my scope to view these birds, I picked up on a thin buzzing call and
immediately thought of Citrine Wagtail - I was now more familiar with the call having seen the
birds several times on their breeding grounds in Poland. It was then panic stations, as the bird
continued to call, but remained unseen. I began to pack up my scope and head for the marsh
screen when I became aware of some movement along the fringes in front of that screen when I
picked up a striking grey and white wagtail, with two obvious wingbars - unfortunately the bird
was back on, so I couldn’t safely rule out a juvenile White wagtail. It was chased by a Yellow
wagtail, and helpfully landed sideways on - the striking wing bars along with the white “C”
enclosing the ear coverts were clearly on show - it was looking perfect, but after the Norfolk
experience, I really wanted to be sure. I tried to get a few images, but these were not particularly
instructive, so I called my birding friend John Friendship-Taylor to run through the features whilst
I was on the phone, however a juvenile Water rail chased all the wagtails away from the fringes
whilst I was talking - disaster!

Above: My best initial effort of capturing the Goldcliff Citrine, it looks interesting here, but maybe not
enough for guaranteed acceptance!



I decided to move around to the Marsh screen for a closer view. This proved to be a good move,
with the bird calling constantly (frustratingly out of view in front of the screen) before finally flying
across the scrape and landing on full view on a muddy fringe, allowing me to get some video
footage whilst confirming all the features were present and correct.
After spending a few minutes watching the bird feeding, it flew back in front of the Marsh screen
and out of view - at this point I tweeted the news out as I was sure the bird would be popular.

Above: Finally the bird showed well enough to clinch all the details and just enjoy…



So, all's well that ends well then? Well not quite - there was some added complication in the
form of this tweet:

Not exactly the sort of the sort of thing you want to see just after you have found a decent bird!

I suppose the point here is that the bird had been seen by several people earlier in the day, but
perhaps critically, they had not identified it, nor put news out - even of a tentative or possible
nature - and if I’ve interpreted the old Punkbirder self-found rules correctly, that means that I’m
home free, but it somewhat taints the “purity” of the find. A bit of a shame really, as I understand
it was a first for Gwent - my first “first record” of any kind.

Ultimately, it doesn’t matter whatsoever as it is far from a life or death matter, and the finding of
a vagrant bird has literally zero value in terms of conservation, and at best is only of interest to
those who want to increase their knowledge of county/country avifauna or establish vagrancy
patterns.
It is a bit annoying after my previous clandestine encounter with this species, particularly after
the agony of pinning something interesting down out of the ether, and the ecstasy of confirming
the identification and getting the news out there for others to enjoy, but overall, the bird stayed
put (it was still there at the time of writing 2 days later) and many others managed to connect
and perhaps that is the most important thing.

https://punkbirder.webs.com/selffoundrules.htm

